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From The Editor… 

It’s been just three months and ‘Scripting’ has already received so much love 

from its readers.  

This month’s edition was vast and needed a critical point of view. The reason 

behind this theme was to make our readers aware about what is happening in 

our society because it is the society that builds an individual’s ideology. Vastness 

of the theme was to give our writers a comparative view of all the known evils 

of our society because all the elements of the pessimistic side of our society are 

inter-related.  

This lock-down is a perfect time for us to read and know about our nation, its 

roots and what are the reasons behind the current situation of India.  

One should have the sensitivity, will and a mind of their own to frame an 

understanding about the conditions around them, so that they can work 

towards a progressive society. 

Politics should be discussed in a healthy manner so that everyone would be able 

to interact and comprehend what and why one thinks about a particular political 

scenario.  

‘Scripting’ has given a platform to the youth to share their perspective on topics 

such as casteism, racism and sexism. It was quite nice reading articles on such 

controversial topics as they were the words of the youth of India. 

A few new things introduced in this edition are the news column and importance 

of the month page. 

Hoping this edition would be enlightening for our readers. 

Happy reading! 

The Editor, 

Bhoomika Bhatt 
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Aapki Kahani, Hamari Zubaani 

The Indian society has evils in it which are known to all but address by a few. 

Casteism, racism and sexism are a few of them but 

who knows what all possibilities this society holds. 

This month, I interviewed Prof. (Dr.) Waheeda 

Khan; Dean, Faculty of Behavioral Sciences, SGT 

University on the evils of our society. I was amazed 

to see her enthusiasm towards our interaction and 

her ‘happy go lucky’ personality really inspired me.  

My first question to her was that, whether casteism 

was a result of dirty politics?  

Prof. Khan said that casteism has its strong roots 

from the very beginning already. Untouchability 

became a synonym for the Dalit community and 

there has always been exploitation in terms of caste 

system. 

“No, I don’t believe that casteism is a result of any dirty politics but yes, political 

parties do use this to their benefits… like, vote banks which is very wrong as they 

are creating more differences in society” , she added. 

Talking about caste system and not mentioning reservation seems very incomplete, 

so my next question to her was whether our reservation system should be amended 

or not? And this was beautifully answered by her.  

“The main reason why casteism originated was because they (lower caste) were 

not educated and were economically backward as well”, Prof. Khan stated.  

“We should give reservation on the basis of economic aspects because it was and 

will always be the root cause of casteism, discrimination etc… you know the 

structural inequality pattern in India? Once poverty is eradicated then caste system, 

religious discrimination… sab automatically sahi ho jayega”, she added.  

Prof. Waheeda has a strong view point on this. She says that casteism should be 

eradicated from our society itself. “No sincere movement (regarding casteism in 
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the recent times) has taken place yet (by the governments that have ruled till 

date)”, she firmly said. Prof. Khan believes that we should not be dependent on the 

government to raise this issue; instead we should try to eradicate this evil from the 

society by ourselves. I asked her, how is this possible? She said, “Education, 

employment and equal social status should be 

given to the lower caste people, so that they 

gain confidence and the creamy layer among 

these groups should be asked to rest now so 

that dusro ko bhi chance mile”. 

Moving on, I asked her about why is the 

Indian society so obsessed out of fair skin? Is 

it that dusky kids aren’t pretty or smart 

enough?  

 “Commercialization ke wajah se ye sab hai”, Prof. Waheeda giggled while 

replying to this question of mine. She says makeup and fashion are huge industries 

and to promote their business they sell such lies. The glamourous world of film 

Industry and media is also responsible in highlighting the fair skin concept. People 

should value knowledge, character and inner beauty of the self and not the colour 

or facial features of a person. She also added that in India, there are various sort of 

complexions due to the regional/cultural 

differences and because of this, racism is 

comparatively less than that of America 

because here discrimination is more evident on 

the basis of caste and religion. 

“When women become a part of the system, 

then we will say…haan empowerment ho rha 

hai”, this was Prof. Waheeda’s take on the 

sexism in our society. She firmly believes that until and unless women 

empowerment doesn’t happen at a grass root level which is in the rural areas, we 

cannot say that women are empowered. “Education should be redesigned as it 

plays an important role in the transformation of our society”. Prof. Khan 

emphasized  that without educating women, no development of any society can 

take place because women are the building blocks of a society as they assume the 

roles of  sisters, wives, daughters and most importantly they are mothers. 
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“The movement of women empowerment in India started from the Dalit women  as 

they were the ones who were forced into prostitution and were held as bonded 

labourers”, she added. From the start of time women were actually considered 

weak and everything depends on the upbringing in the family, the support a girl 

child gets from her family… this support is very important for our empowerment”. 

This was a closing statement to our discussion on the evils of the Indian society 

that Prof. Waheeda spoke. 

“If inter-group contact is facilitated then people will be more aware about what is 

happening around them and activism in thoughts will start to occur and a sense of 

nationalism will also prevail, irrespective of the caste, creed, race or religion”. 

These lines spoken by Prof. Waheeda Khan will give us a sense of awakening 

because no matter what we say, but the truth lies in these lines. We should keep 

our nation first and we should understand that politics of discrimination will only 

divide us. I would close this enlightening interview with a very well known but 

forgotten saying… “United we stand and divided we fall”. 

Narrated by; Bhoomika Bhatt 

 

 

 

International Yoga Day aims to raise awareness among people to 

promote the benefits of practicing Yoga. 21st June was 

proclaimed as International Yoga Day by the United States to 

celebrate it universally. In India the proposal was first introduced 

by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, where he said “Yoga is an 

invaluable gift from our ancient tradition. Yoga embodies unity of 

mind and body, thought and action. A holistic approach that is 

valuable to our health and our well-being. Yoga is not just about 

exercise; it is a way to discover the sense of oneness with 

yourself, the world and nature. It was to make people choose 

healthy life choices.” 

We celebrated the 6th annual International Yoga Day this year. 

IYD 2020 was different from past years as earlier this day was 

celebrated at Rajpath and all government schools and private 

institutions would participate but this year, it was all virtual.  

I celebrated the day with an NGO named BJS (Bhartiya Jain 

Sanghatna). The organization works for welfare of society in 

different areas like girl child empowerment, minority, 

entrepreneurship etc. The initiative to guide us with yoga was 

taken by Yog guru Deepa Jain, a professional and certified trainer. 

The message of healthy living was spread amongst 20 families. 
 

Described by; Ipshita Jain 
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Babasaheb Ambedkar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bheemrao Ramji Ambedkar, one of the finest men of Independent India had the 

courage to speak against the ill of the society. Unlike any other freedom fighter, he 

fought with his wit as he knew that even if we are freed from slavery, we would 

still remain slaves to our caste system. Ambedkar ji was a very visionary 

individual and that is why he was able to construct our constitution which still 

stands as strong as he was.  

Born of a Dalit Mahar family of western India, he was as a boy humiliated by his 

high-caste schoolfellows. Awarded a scholarship by the Gaekwar of Baroda, he 

studied at universities in the United States, Britain, and Germany. He entered the 

Baroda Public Service at the Gaekwar’s request, but, again ill-treated by his high-

caste colleagues, he turned to legal practice and to teaching. He soon established 

his leadership among Dalits, founded several journals on their behalf, and 

succeeded in obtaining special representation for them in the legislative councils of 

the government. Contesting Mahatma Gandhi’s claim to speak for Dalits, he 

wrote What Congress and Gandhi Have Done to the Untouchables (1945). 

In October 1956, in despair because of the perpetuation of untouchability in Hindu 

doctrine, he renounced Hinduism and became a Buddhist, together with about 

200,000 fellow Dalits, at a ceremony in Nagpur. Ambedkar’s book The Buddha 

and His Dhamma appeared posthumously in 1957, and it was republished as The 

Buddha and His Dhamma: A Critical Edition in 2011, edited, introduced, 

andannotated by Aakash Singh Rathore and Ajay Verma. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/annotated
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The Caste system: Cracked or Crashed? 

Indian caste system starts with well known concept of varnas. In Hindu society 

there are four varnas- Brahmin Kshtriya, Vaishya and Shudras. 

Sometimes there is confusion that these 

four Varna are based on either colour or 

occupation. Varna is a Sanskrit word and 

it means colour and it is believed that 

Brahmins and kshtriyas have fair 

complexions, vaishyas and shudras have 

dark complexions .But Krishna, one of the 

famous God, is also called shyamvarn 

meaning dark skinned and as per 

mythology he was a Kshtriya. The word 

Varna originates from the word “Vri” 

which means choice of one’s own 

occupation and as per the tradition - caste 

system still exists and it still guides people’s choice of work. 

These four castes are not final, there are sub castes within the Brahmin, and 

again these sub castes are hierarchical. Similarly sub castes within kshtriya’s 

are also ranked. Thus there are wheels within the wheels. 

 

Occupation and caste. 

Caste and occupation have significant relationship. Teachers and priests were 

considered to be Brahmins .They are now associated with positions like 

government. Similarly Kshtriyas were the rulers they are now associated with 

military army etc, vaishyas were said to be the artisans, merchants etc, now they 

are associated with businessmen and traders. Occupation like sweeping, cleaning 

and serving others is still done by scheduled castes and tribes. Thus, it proved the 

statement members of higher caste have greater social status than members of 

lower caste. 

 

Psychology of caste system. 

Psychology believes that there are 2 types 

of personalities: introverts and extroverts. 

These attributions are based on the basis 

of”how does one responds to stimulation.” 

Extrovert in comparison to introverts crave 

large amount of stimulation.” Similarly 

osho states that a person’s introvert 

tendency makes him Brahmin, whereas persons extrovert tendency makes him 

Kshtriya (ruler). When a person’s extrovertism is less powerful, it makes him 

Vaishya (he is not able to rule freely, so he tries to rule by and over money) and 

whenever introvertism is less powerful it makes a person Shudra (involved in 

cleaning, sweeping and serving the upper class). It is also believed that Brahmins 
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dominate sattva guna (that study Vedas, perform religious rituals), Kshtriyas 

dominate Rajas guna (they are the warriors),Vaishya’s contain both but in pure 

form and shudras are said to dominate Tamas guna (their work is to serve others) 

Caste and reservation Some of the scholars favor this statement: reservation 

system should be eradicated? They argue that it kills meritocracy. They further 

reason that in pure meritocracy should depend on social position/rank should 

depend on person’s ability. Reservations not only help minorities at the cost of 

merit and de-motivate the intelligent from doing hard work. They also perceive 

caste system as pathological division of labor which means it is a hierarchy in 

which divisions of labors are graded one above the other. 

 

Wait! Do you know? That people are still abused physically and verbally, 

conflicts regarding inter-caste marriages and inter-caste marriages still exists. 

People are still treated as sub-human. 

Someone smart once said: “caste system has only cracked not collapsed.” 
 

Yashaswini Singh 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 

 

 

 Caste system still exists. Why do I say this? Well, 

because until and unless the matter isn’t resolved 

from the root, things will never change. By ‘root’, I 

mean the rural areas. We have our reservation system 

which needs to be amended on the basis of economic 

differences. Why? Because if it is not, then the 

creamy layer of the Dalits will always claim on the 

misery of the poor lower caste. We need to 

understand that there are vultures everywhere and 

opportunists who seek the chances of the genuinely 

under-privileged people. Just because some lower 

caste families seek their rights doesn’t mean that the 

whole community has gained an upliftment. One 

should know that these families are actually seeking 

the benefits from day one and because of this, the 

genuinely backward sector of this community isn’t 

been able to enjoy the same benefits. 



SUCCESS = who’s your daddy / ability 

 

Actor Sushant Singh Rajput's tragic death invokes strong 

emotions but the nation got a new term to debate upon, 

“Nepotism” which means giving favoritism or patronage 

to relatives in business. Across the world, royalty is 

inherited. Every other occupation where talent is 

subordinate to ancestry is dominated by 100 percent 

reservations for genetic materials. 

This is evidently seen in many known professions like 

politics, business, or film industry. Rahul Gandhi, another 

symptom of this problem told a group of students that his 

father, grandmother and great-grandfather were in politics, so, it was easy for 

him to enter the field and this is the problem. Politics has become a business and 

business is inherited by their kids who have return from fancy foreign 

universities. A British writer, Patrick French expressed this unremarkable bias 

blood-line injustice through statistics in his book “India: A Portrait”. One 

hundred percent of the elected members in the lower house of the Indian 

Parliament who are under the age of 30 are from families with a political 

back-ground. Mr. French calls them “hereditary M.P.’s.” Sixty-five percent 

of members in the 31-40 age group are hereditary M.P.’s. 

Each year thousands of young folks move to Mumbai, one of the most glamorous 

cities of India. Their suitcase are stuffed with home-made food and massive talent 

to make it big in the mainstream Hindi cinema but sadly get rare chance to make it 

to the very top as all the top directors, singers and actresses or actors who are the 

children of former film stars, directors, writers or singers are casted in lead roles. 

Why are we discussing all this? Why cannot we just accept Nepotism and say “It is 

what it is?” Parents, irrespective of their class raise and guard their children with 

equal care. Hence, it is every person’s right to shine on the basis of their talent and 

not allow Nepotism to take over the power. The nation does not want to



   suffer from the loss of another Sushant, a genius multi-talented boy. Many 

talented young people who commit suicide due to everyday rejections because of 

favoritism. Nepotism is a pandemic that requires permanent cure. 
 

 
 
 

Siya Chaudhary 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 

From where has the word ‘Nepotism’ 

originated? 

It is an adaptation from the Italian word 

Nepotismo which is originated from the 

word nepote which means, nephew. 
 

What does it mean? 

Unfair preferment of, or favouritism 

shown to, friends, protégés, or others 

within one's sphere of influence. 

How does Nepotism affect us? 

New talents and better ideas cannot be 

discovered and it slowly breaks the self-esteem 

of a hardworking and struggling individual. 

What is the cause of Nepotism? 

The simplest cause is that people 

tend to stick with people they 

know as they have a better insight 

on what they can expect. 

Examples? 

Bollywood 

Gandhi Parivaar 

The Paswans 

The Yadavs 
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Munsi Premchand 

 

Dhanpat Rai Shrivastava, well known by his pen names, ‘Munsi Premcand’ and 

‘Nawab Rai’ was born in a small village of Lamhi near Benaras during the time of 

British India. He has written 300 short stories and more than a dozen novels on the 

pessimistic side of the society.  

Premchand had a heart for literature and wanted to share the vilest side of the 

society through his words. He learnt Urdu and Persian in madrasa and English at a 

missionary school. While working for a book wholesaler he developed a sort of 

connection towards fictions. Premchand’s mother had passed away when he was 8 

years old then his grandmother looked after him but after her death, his father 

remarried and Premchand received no affection from his step mother. This was one 

was the major reasons why he chose reading books and loving literature as he 

found his solace in them. Later on, his step mother became a recurring theme in his 

work. 

He is the greatest crusader of Hindi literature and people call him India’s 

Shakespeare but I wouldn’t want to destroy his individuality because he was 

India’s very own Premchand. Some of his works like Godaan, Gabaan, Eidgah, 

Bade Ghar ki Bahu and many more are the finest of all as they depict the very 

sensitivity of human nature with characters that will remain immortal.     
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Black is His Favourite Colour 

He said, and I quote, “uh, oh… I 

didn’t know really, you see, you’re a 

fierce friend, just not particularly my 

taste.” He loved dark chocolate more 

than white chocolate because of the 

texture and the feel and just not the 

color brown, I thought. We were 16. 

“Dearest, try this, it would make you 

fairer honey!” The honey my mom 

used in kitchen wasn’t white; I loved 

how the setting sun would burn my 

skin into this golden color resembling 

the actual ‘honey’ that my mom used 

to call me. I was 18. 

“You know, you’re like coffee, black, 

bitter and damn strong” I shooed him 

away. I was raised to think 

chocolates, coffee, tea, the sun and 

anything dark was linked to bad luck. 

I was 21. 

“But are you sure a lady like you, can handle such a frontline position?” I 

addressed to their ‘concerned’ query with confidence “Yes.”  

“Okay, we’ll call back as per the need.” And I got a call back. I was 23. 

It took me Twenty Three years and someone else to finally tell me what I am worth 

of. It is not in the skin, it was never in the skin, it is in my bones; I was born strong.   

//Black is everyone’s favorite color until its ones’ skin// 

Art Courtesy and Words; Shubham Prasad 
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Blacked 

Black women with all your might, 

Black women you are truly a beautiful sight. 

Black women with your beautiful face, 

You will definitely create a cheerful race. 

Black women, say it loud,  

being black, is being proud. 

Black women, in this unbearable land, 

stop a minute, and take your black brothers’ 

hand. 

Black women, you are mother and a friend, 

without a black women a man can’t win. 

Black women, respect and education are your 

goals, 

all these are said but seldom showed. 

Black women, be proud of what you are, 

because it always take you very far. 

Black women whose fore-parents were once a slave, 

if you apply yourself, you can have it made. 

Black women you are clean, modest and neat 

believe me black women, you can’t be beat. 

Black women always watch what you do 

being black means everyone watches you. 

“God made heaven, God made Earth.  

Beautiful black women, consider you… what God made first.” 

Tanu Shokeen 

Student, Department of Behavioral Science 
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Saadat Hassan Manto 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manto, that one name which has defined the harsh reality of a society that we live 

in. Manto was a colonial Indian writer who was born in Ludhiana, India. He later 

had to shift to Pakistan during the division of India even though he was against this 

segmentation. His roots were Kashmiri and he was very proud of it.  

The big turning point in Manto’s life was meeting Abdul Bari Alig, a scholar and 

polemic writer who encouraged him to find his true talents and read Russian and 

French authors. 

His works were so controversial that they are still not being published because we 

all that truth is bitter and some people cannot taste it.  

Some of his works like ‘Thanda Gosht’which means cold meat, is a very 

devastating story which deal with the communal riots during the time of the 

partition. It signifies how the honor of a woman is actually a myth because the 

reality is that a woman are raped and assaulted just to harm the honor of the men 

associated with her. Nobody really cares about her individuality of her pride. At 

the same time when we read the complete story we would understand that when a 

woman has had enough she would emerge as a strong, dauntless and rebellious 

being. 

I would suggest everyone to read about Manto before you read his works, then 

only you shall know who he really was. 
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The Second Sex; A Book Review 

~ Simone De Beauvoir 
The second sex, Simone De Beauvoir’s most famous work, sketches a kind of 

most existential history of a Woman's life, and how and what are the attitudes of a 

woman towards her own body and how the society influences this attitude of hers. 

Faults for which women are approached - mediocrity, 

madness, shyness, pettiness, laziness, frivolity and 

servility-simply expresses the fact that horizon is 

blocked for them .The women herself recognizes that 

universe as a whole is masculine. It is the male who 

has governed the society .Thus it is understood that 

women are inferior and dependent. Males have 

always played their satisfaction of feeling that they 

are kings of creation. Therefore everything written 

about women should be viewed with suspicion. 

The most liked discussion in the book “second sex” is 

that world where women live, is defined by men. Man 

is subject, women is object. Man is essential, women are essential. Social norms 

grant men the transcendence and place women in positions of constant 

immanence are necessary for every human being. 

“One is not born a woman, one becomes one” 

These immortal words written by Simone De Beauvoir to explain the fact that 

women and men are conditioned into gender roles by cultural conventions. From 

this we can comprehend that womanhood is attained by women rather than 

something innate. 

Overall, the book was an epiphany about the condition of women of those times of 

how they were discriminated on the bases of biology, economy, and social status. 

These are not the reason for male-female inequality, or woman being casted as 

“other”. And this does not condemn her to remain subordinate. One should know 

that the relation of man to woman is most natural relation of human being to 

human being. 

The book clarifies the concept of being women it’s off contemporary relevance 

especially during formative years. Thus, everyone and specially the youth should 

take out sometime and read this momentous piece of writing to understand how 

Beauvoir ventures to demonstrate exactly how society has constructed this other 

known as women. 

Yashaswini Singh 

Student, Department of Behavioral Science 



 

 

I Will Shine 

I am still a star, treading a path so far. 

Please don’t mock me for my marks, 

Don’t make me a fish amongst sharks. 

God gave them patience to let me bloom, 

I am still growing & need a lot of room. 

It’s a big bad world which puts me down, 

No I don’t want to see myself ever frown.  

I am still a star, walking a path so far. 

I may not be the best, may not top the test. 

God gave them the sense not to treat me like a scale, 

My worth is being measured by pass or fail.  

I am fine piece of art, a lovely girl child, 

As god created me with strokes so mild. 

Someday I will unfold my mind and soul, 

Until then don’t let the false world take a toll. 

God give me strength to rise, 

After every fall I surely will be wise. 

I hope someday I will shine, or  

Even if I don’t I will be just fine. 

Shrishti Mishra 

Student, Department of Behavioral Science 

 

CHIRAL 

I just wanted to be left alone in peace, 

It’s not something complex, why am I not 

allowed feel what I feel. 

I felt suffocated; I was uncomfortable in my skin 

I just wanted to live the way it feels natural to 

me, why do they regard it as a sin. 

I was born as a boy; I tried, I tried, I really tried 

to be the man everyone wanted me to be, 

Pretended being someone I don’t want to be. 

But my inner self chased things which weren’t 

for me, 

It felt elated when I dressed up as a woman and 

heard the word ‘She’. 

I explained my loved ones; “I can’t be even with 

your expectations. 

Not anymore, I have struggled a lot just to 

appease you.” 

What did they say? “It’s all in your mind; this 

phase will pass any way.” 

I kept myself occupied as time ticked away; 

cultivating the crop it required gradually. 

This life is a onetime chance; I will walk on the 

path I choose even if it’s stray. Learned this the 

hard way; don’t really need anyone to validate. 

For the rest of my life, I will love myself and 

fight for the way I am; this is a vow I 

consolidate. 

Simran 

Student, Department of Behavioral Science 
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Reality 

 

Just be known  

for what they may think you can’t be 

known for! 

Just admire 

everything that you have undergone! 

Just forgive 

everyone for what they may think 

they can’t be for! 

Just be of that kind 

that might not be of their type! 

Just flaunt  

whether it’s your wants or flaws! 

Just be different  

because that’s what exactly sets you 

apart! 

 

 

Art Courtesy and Words;  Mansi Gupta 

 



Pseudo-Feminism; Matter of Choice 

 

Choice and brilliance in choosing the brilliant, is 

something most people are not very aware of. 

Confusing? Well, this is exactly what happened when a 

part of our society chose feminism based on the 

brilliance of women but failed to understand the real 

meaning of it. 

What feminism really stands for is, the equilibrium in 

the society in terms choices, political, occupational 

and societal rights. The demand for equality among 

men and women has been a concept more and a reality 

less. Why? It is because both feminists and anti-

feminists instead of proving the points of why equality 

is required debated more on support and being against 

which gave birth to “Pseudo-feminism”. 

The society has played a major role in setting the standards for both men and 

women. The categorization of how men and women should behave, what 

should be their roles in family and society, from how to stand and sit to what 

makes their value in the society. The core beliefs about men having more 

privileges than woman has pressured and forced women population to stand 

against society and make their lives worth living. To most extent feminism is a 

result of all the biasness, sexism in salary wages at workplace, safety issues, 

ego issues, emotional, domestic, and sexual abuse women face in their day to 

day lives. 

The movement is absolutely right but why it turned out to be wrong, why we 

have anti-feminists now? It is mainly due to the fact that some members of the 

society failed to practice it correctly and instead of equality it turned out as an 

excuse of superiority. Nowadays, you can see all these pseudo-feminists on 

social platforms who simply justifies why nudity should be a right instead of 

asking for rights in jobs. They will explain you why a woman is respectable 

irrespective of whatever she does and why a man has to find reasons to respect 

her. They will let you know why education comes second or maybe last but it is 

absolutely important to experience drugs and late night parties by all the 

woman out there to enjoy the true meaning of feminism. Their points are 

nothing but just the blame game for men and an excuse to satisfy ego. 

The idealization of how woman should have rights to do whatever they want turned 

out more as they can disrespect and diminish the role of men. Basically, reducing 



the voice of rights of men in most situations 

by proving the power how a woman is right 

all time, seems like a frustrated mind is just 

taking revenge instead of taking and giving 

respect. 

The conditions can become worse in the 

society and therefore, it’s high time we 

speak against ‘pseudo-feminism’ and not 

portray feminism as anything wrong. Use 

your brilliance for making this a brilliant 

choice. 

 

 
Khushboo Wasan 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 
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FEMINISM 

‘Feminists’ and ‘feminism’, these words are actually 

interpreted wrong. The theory of feminism states, 

‘treating both the gender equally’. We have recently 

seen 'THE BOYS LOCKERROOM' case where 

basically the male gender was criticized for sharing 

offensive ideas and abusing the girls which further 

lead to suicide of a boy who was allegedly accused 

by girl for sexual assault. This further had a huge 

impact on social media and after it was revealed that the actual content was shared 

by a girl, it lead to a huge criticism of feminism. We all know that it was wrong but 

learning the difference between pseudo feminism and feminism is necessary. 

All lives matter despite of gender, caste, religion, and colour. 

Everyone is equally important. 
Ekta Jha 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 

 

Hypocritical Society 

People will obviously say, “Come and share your feelings 

with us, we are there to help you”, but do they actually help 

you or do they end up making fun of you and judge you? At 

times they won't even listen to you. We live in the society of 

hypocrites where people post ‘happy go lucky’ pictures on 

social media but they actually don't know the meaning of 

happiness. We say a lot of things about eve teasing and body 

shamming but at the same time we encourage people around 

us to do so. Let us all stop judging anyone for once and start 

loving the imperfections of people around us then we will actually see how much 

the world has to offer us and how beautiful it is. Start appreciating everything 

around you. Stop being a hypocrite for once and be the person you actually want 

others to be towards you. Will you be actually able to face someone just like you? 

Think about it. 

Akansha Jain 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 
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A LETTER FROM A GIRL TO ANOTHER 

GIRL 

Dear ABLA NARI, 

We women are doing injustice with our gender. Asking 

for women empowerment and gender equality when in 

general it was already   granted to us during the late 

centuries, at the time of Kings and Queens. It is evident 

from the historical events that Kings ruled jointly with 

their spouses, where their Queens actively   took part in 

decision making, proved themselves in the battlefield 

with swords or at times even burned   themselves down 

into ashes so that no other men can touch them, do you 

actually think any king would do that?? These queens had 

all the knowledge of Vedas or Quran.     

Not only just being equal they were much more 

efficient and had more talent. Rani Lakshmi 

Bai, Rani Padmavati, all of them have proved 

to be as equal as their king and a great leader. 

So what has happened to us now?  

We are fighting for the same rights which we 

already have   in the past. In the name of 

women empowerment, there are many women 

out there misusing the underlying rights, which 

has not only lead to devastation of equality   but also downfall of the gender. We 

ourselves are proving that we are less powerful by asking for the rights and 

fighting   every day   to be considered powerful. Rather than fighting let’s just 

prove that we are efficient enough to deal with anything and anyone.    

Because -   “ABLA NAHI HAI HUM”    

 

Ekta Jha 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 
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Invisible Colours 

Transparent is the colour of our tears 

until the sunlight bursts them into 

shades of the rainbow or the shades 

of the pride flag. It is until the 

sunlight hits us that makes us glow, 

slowly unravels the beautiful shaded 

of ourselves. It is until the sun sets us 

free. Do we acknowledge that we 

were born free, that we destroy our 

inhibitions and that we are free to be 

who we choose to be? Love never 

sees the gender but it only sees the 

soul. 

I am free to be the greatest; I am free 

to be Alive. 

 

Art courtesy ~ Annie Sakhuja 

Words ~ Shubham Prasad 
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Identity 

 I really do not know who or what I am 

because everything I do is governed by 

the society. I am different but because of 

them, I always have to hide my identity. 

Underneath this skin lays a different me. 

I, yes I cannot play the part this sick 

society wants me to play because I am 

different.  

I don’t want to wear makeup, I don’t 

want to dress according to them, I don’t 

want to look or to be seen like them but 

will they understand me or will they 

abandon me? 

Am I that incompetent that I seek their 

approval? Shame on me! 

I have accepted my flaws and I love the 

way I am. So little of me to think that their opinions about me matter. Yes! 

Opinions matter but only to those how hold it, not to those who don’t own it.  

It was never my choice to be of a community that is hated. 

I am tired of fitting in, tired of living in the fear of never being accepted. Yes! I am 

different and I am unique. I am better than these people who call others hypocrites 

but never look into their own-selves. If they ever did, they would know how black 

their soul is; then they will never be able to comment on my caste, race or gender.  

I am tearing this façade apart. I am original, one of a kind.  

 

Art Courtesy; Nandini Agrawal 

Words; Bhoomika Bhatt  
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The Sip of Pride 

 
LGBTQ, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and more are receiving more & 

more recognition and acceptance by the society now, but still there are lots of 

people who see homosexuality as a crime, as a disease which needs to be treated or 

something which isn't normal. 

 

Few days back, I read a comment on a post 

of individual belonging to LGBT 

community, where someone commented, 

"You guys need to be eradicated from the 

society, you aren't normal" I replied right 

back to the comment by saying "What is 

normal for you isn't normal for everyone" 

isn't it right? We humans are the ones who 

decided what is normal and that can be 

modified! Well that conversation ended 

there but may I know if someone read such 

harsh things about themselves how it is 

going to affect their mental and emotional health? Obviously no one likes to hear 

such harsh things. 

A recent survey found that people belonging to this community are at higher risk of 

experiencing mental health issues. More than 85 percent of LGBTQ teens experience 

verbal harassment at school, bullying, rejection, criticism, discrimination and 

inequalities. All of these contribute in increasing the mental health problems in 

people belonging to LGBTQ community. 

It is high time that we accept that it is not a disease that needs to be treated, and people 

are born that way. They too are human just like us and each and every human have 

right to be equally treated. We owe an apology to the members of this community for 

not treating them well and making them suffer for this long time. 

For spreading awareness regarding this cause we at our Instagram platform 

(@psychicwingsworld) initiated an awareness program me "THE SIP OF PRIDE" 

here we shared the stories of individuals belonging to LGBTQ community on our 

Instagram handle, more than 15 Instagram handlers joined the initiative and showed 
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their support. This not only helped the people feel that they are heard & accepted 

but also made other people know their stories and realize that they too are human, 

they too feel things and it is not okay to discriminate or harass them. Let's make this 

world a better place for each and every one of us. 

Shristi Vats 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 

 
 

It all began since women came into this world, but somehow people went silent and it never came 

into light, till date many of these cases are unknown to public. Somehow this case that happened 

on 16 December 2012 in Delhi came into light and filled a rage in people specially the youth of 

our country. I am sure many of us might have gone to India gate for supporting the victim. Roads 

were jammed, streets were filled with candle marches and later we all were back to our lives. 
 

The very next year on august 2013 in Mumbai a photo-journalist was at 

work with a colleague. Mumbai is considered to be the safest city in India 

for nightlife but again the youth and country came together. This was the 

first case where culprits were given death penalty. 

 
 2018 march all of us must remember Asifa, an 8 year old who was raped. This 

was politicized and also was very disturbing for every citizen out there and it 

all happened in a temple. I thought temple is a place where we go and wash 

our sins but here we discovered a whole new trend. 

The same year on April 21, another case found in Uttar Pradesh where the 

victim was found captive at Madrasa through-out teen years. 

Dr. Priyanka Reddy, Hyderabad. The nation 

came out and stood by the victim’s family. 

I haven’t written anything new; this information can be very well found on Google as well. We 

feel sorry for women and all the female victims; we sympathize with them and pity their 

parents. What about crime against men? Whatever I wrote above is not limited to women, men 

face it too and you will definitely find all the data related to crime against women but there is no 

news or articles about crimes that are done against men. Since there is no news on any news 

portal or Google doesn’t mean that men are safe, in fact when men are the victims most of them 

end up committing suicide or struggling with mental health and it is very serious.  Because the 

superiority factor comes in. Since, India is a male dominating society and men are given a high 

rank therefore, there is a pressure on them to stay strong always “Men don’t cry”, “Men are 

strong”, these quotes have been carved in their mind since their birth. 

 

LET’S NOT PROMOTE GENDER DIFFRENCES AND TREAT EVERY SOUL AS 

EQUAL. 

 
 

Ipshita Jain 

Student 

Department of Behavioral Science 
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The Closet 

It’s funny how ‘coming out of the closet’ means accepting one is gay or a bi. I 

wonder what do you say when you are identified as the toxic masculine? 

‘What is a man?’ I have been asking myself the this question for longer than I care 

to admit, so I finally gather up the courage to 

type this random arrangement of alphabets 

which now describe me; “1. An adult human 

male; 2. A human being of either sex; a 

person; 3. Fortify the spirits or courage of.” 

These descriptions had nothing to say why I 

cannot, a man have emotions or cannot cry? 

Or wear pink or like strawberry flavored ice 

cream or a dress or heels or be a nerd or like 

fashion or be able to choose who I like?  

Does being gay make me any less of a man? 

Or are you scared that it makes me more of a 

man than you are? Are you scared that I would 

care more and would think before spewing out 

poisons or racial slurs on passersby or I would 

be careful that no woman around me feels less empowered and have as equal 

chances as me? Because I have heard it when you beat me to pulp for wearing 

pink, because you want to protect yourself so you call me faggot. Are you scared 

that I would be a better human than you are? Let me tell you this, being able to 

wear what I want makes me more of a man. Being able to cheer up at “yas queen” 

or “you go girl” makes me more of a man. Not constantly trying to  prove my 

manhood makes me more of a man. Not being ashamed of who I am makes me 

more of a man. I make me more of a man, Gay or Not Gay. 

 

Coming out of the coffin? 

 Shubham Prasad 

Student, Department of Behavioral Science 



“WE” FOR “THEM” 

CHRIS COLFER clearly 

mentioned “there’s nothing wrong 

with you, there’s a lot wrong with 

the world you live in”. Over the 

past decade, lesbians, gay, 

bisexual and transgender [LGBT] 

people have made significant legal 

and political gains in different 

countries, including 

the freedom to marry. In spite of all this society plays a major role. Most LGBT 

people in India are facing many major mental stigmas like fearing of discrimination, 

inequality, democracy from their parents or family members, who might see 

homosexuality as deplorable. Discrimination is majorly seen in rural background, 

where LGBT people are forced to marry with the opposite sex. Majority of 

transgender faces a lot of troubles in terms of family acceptance or in marriages. 

This community is being locked down permanently upon all the time. The institute 

of medicine recently concluded that LGBT youth are at elevated risk for poor 

mental and physical health as compare to normal individuals. Being LGBT is not 

the problem nor is it the preference of an individual. LGBT community is merely 

the individuals who have sexual preferences which our society does not accept. It 

is misunderstood that their choices are against societal norms. Due to the 

difference between their thinking patterns they are getting excluded by the society. 

If normal men and women have the right to live in this society, do whatever they 

want to do so why cannot we allow LGBT community to live freely in this society 

with all due respect? 

“SOCIETY” will blame them in every situation, “SOCIETY” makes their life 

pathetic, “SOCIETY” doesn’t want them to live on this planet, “SOCIETY” will 

make their life miserable but “YOU” have to stand out and raise your voice for 

“THEM”. You are not going against your religion or norms rather you are 

protecting the “HUMANITY”. 

 
Annie Sakhuja 

Student 

  Department of Behavioral Science 
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The Month of July Signifies... 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

National Minority Mental 

Health Month 

Mental health conditions do not discriminate 

based on race, colour, gender or identity. Anyone 

can experience the challenges of mental illness 

regardless of their background. However, 

background and identity can make access to 

mental health treatment much more 

difficult. National Minority Mental Health 

Month spreads awareness for this change.  

 
National Doctor’s Day – 1st July 

It is an attempt to emphasize the value of doctors 

in our lives and during this COVID -19 Pandemic 

they are the front liners. 

 

America’s Independence Day – 

4th of July 

From 1776 to the present day, July 4th has 

been celebrated as the birth of American 

independence, with festivities ranging from 

fireworks, parades and concerts to more casual 

family gatherings and barbecues. 

World Day against 

Trafficking in Persons – 30th 

July 

World Day against Trafficking in person 

raises awareness of the situation of victims 

of human trafficking and for the promotion 

and protection of their rights. 

Hallo! I am Carl 

Jung. 

I am well known for 

finding Analytical 

Psychology. 

I was born on the 

26th of July, 1875. 

 

Bonjour! I am 

Alfred Binet. 

I am well known for 

inventing the first 

usable intelligence 

test.  

I was born on the 8th 

of July,1857 

 

Larkspur is the birth flower of July 

… 

 



 



 

SHUBHAM PRASAD 

BHOOMIKA BHATT 

SIYA CHAUDHARY 

I am, 
A fixed proof reader and a 
think tank for the magazine. 
“Jo hoga, Dekha Jaega” is a 
typical “Shubham” thing. 

History enthusiast. I believe 
in unconventional ideas and 
so I design the final draft of 
the magazine. “Show me the 
citations please”, is a typical           
”Bhoomika” thing. 

Aesthetic Soul. I am sort of a 
stop & stare, hence I handle 
content designing and media 
management. Mixture of 
vintage heart and modern 
mind. Access to my  
energy is a poetic privilege. 



 

I believe in climbing mountains 
rather than carrying them. I take 
care of the importance of 
“Month” column. History 
amateur, uranophile, I love 
listening music, love spending 
time with my plants 

 

CREATION DREAMER 
I like to day dream and imagine 
the possibilities and wonders of 
the world. I can immerse 
myself in imagination and 
fantasy, yet remain grounded 
in reality; reasons to why I run 
the creative department. 

I am an astrophile and quite 
imaginative, I believe in facts 
& proofs and that is why I 
handle the NEWS corner. 

NIKITA VATSA 

ANNIE SAKHUJA 

IPSHITA JAIN 
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